
The implementing measures 
for Solvency II, commonly 
called level 2, published in 

the European Union’s Official Jour-
nal of 17 January 2015, represent a 
key step towards implementation of 
the directive, which will apply to Eu-
ropean insurance companies from 1 
January 2016. While the regulatory 
framework is now clear, some areas 
are still the subject of debate, such 
as the calibration of regulatory capi-
tal in the standard model of certain 
securitisations (CLOs). These areas 
will be covered during the prepara-
tory work on the texts for level 3. 
They will take the form of imple-
menting technical standards (ITSs) 
and guidelines, set out by EIOPA. 
These texts will be published in two 
batches: the first will concern pillar 
1 and internal models (coming into 
force on 1 April 2015); while the 
second, concerning pillars 2 and 3, 
will be communicated by EIOPA to 
the Commission by 30 June 2015 at 
the latest, for application as from 1 
January 2016.

Obligations in terms of report-
ing and public information (pillar 
3) will essentially be specified in 
the implementing technical stand-
ards drawn up by EIOPA. They 
will not need to be transposed into 
national law and will be directly 
applicable. However, they can be 
complemented at local level in the 
case of needs that are not covered 
by Solvency II and that stem from 
the specific characteristics of the 
national market.

This regulation, the main aim of 
which is to prevent the risk of de-
fault by insurers, is prompting the 
latter to adjust their asset alloca-
tion in order to reconcile perfor-
mance objectives with the cost of 
capital and the obligation of ap-
plying a look-through approach to 
funds held. In this context, insur-
ance companies and mutuals re-
quire high-quality, transparent re-
porting on their investments. They 
expect enhanced data, transparent 
analysis of funds and calculation 

elements for the SCR (solvency 
capital requirement) to enable 
them to meet the requirements of 
the regulation.

LOOK-THROUGH
The look-through approach requires 
that each investment be detailed in 
the lines for the funds held, giving 
amounts and characteristics. In the 
case of funds of funds, the posi-
tions for each fund must be traced. 
All funds are concerned, including 
monetary funds and those dedicated 
to real estate. If the look-through ap-
proach is not possible, the insurer 
may conservatively use the target al-
location for the fund, or an approach 
based on the aggregation of data lim-
ited to assets representing less than 
20% of the insurer’s total assets. 
Funds for which the look-through 
approach or the two alternative ap-
proaches (see below) are not possi-
ble must be treated as type 2.

continued on page 2
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My principal goal in 2015 is for 
CACEIS to remain a facilitator for 
clients in adapting to the changing 
regulatory landscape, providing 
innovative products that can 
increase market share and broaden 
their geographic coverage.
CACEIS has developed services 
to prepare insurance clients and 
their asset managers for the 
implementation of Solvency II on 
1st January 2016. We are also closely 
following developments around 
the MiFID II directive (and the MiFIR 
regulation), to ensure our services 
and clients’ businesses will be in full 
compliance when the directive is 
implemented in early 2017.
Our innovative ‘Execution-to-
Custody’ product offering is,  
I believe, one of our most 
compelling offers for 2015, 
providing a single platform for 
execution and clearing of cash 
equities and listed derivatives that 
is fully integrated with our global 
custody, fund administration and 
reporting infrastructure.
Our focus also persists on services 
to the Private Equity, Real Estate 
and Securitisation community 
(PERES), which we are continually 
expanding beyond standard 
custody, position-keeping, 
depositary and fund administration 
services by adding new services 
such as middle office and bridge 
financing.
Following on from Italy in 2014, 
I would like to mention our 
depositary banking applications 
in Switzerland and the UK which 
will permit us to significantly 
extend our service offering in those 
markets as soon as authorisations 
are received.
And finally, I am personally 
piloting an initiative to update 
and modernise our client 
communication processes and 
improve our responsiveness to your 
needs. I look forward to gaining 
your insight on these key topics 
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Bridge financing 
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equity funds.
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ISO 9001 certification 
renewed for CACEIS in France.
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JOSEPH SALIBA, Deputy CEO, CACEIS
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CACEIS offers asset managers and insurance companies tailor-made 
solutions for the production of reporting in compliance with 
the Solvency II Directive.

Solvency II: 
Look-through 
reporting and 
SCR calculation 
services.

Solvency II
enters the final countdown
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assessment and 
performance 
reporting.
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A consistent, 
consolidated 
reporting 
solution. 

Interview 
with Hubert 
Montcoudiol, 
Head of Regional 
Coverage France, 
CACEIS.

http://www.caceis.com


While the principle looks straight-
forward, implementation is com-
plex. Take the example of an insur-
ance company with 300 directly 
held asset lines, including 20 funds 
and 30 unit-linked products. It will 
have to trace more than 400,000 
items of financial data to calcu-
late the market SCR and produce 
the regulatory quarterly reporting 
(QRT on the assets). This repre-
sents a considerable challenge, 
requiring industrial capacity to 
provide look-through and ensure 
uniform data enhancement within 
the required timings. CACEIS, Eu-
rope leading fund administrator, has 
the human and technical resources 
to provide such quality data to insur-
ers and fund managers.

A FLEXIBLE OFFERING 
FOR FUND MANAGERS AND 
INSURERS
Insurance companies invest in 
numerous funds managed by dif-
ferent fund managers, which in-
creases the number of contacts 
and potential file formats involved 
in assembling the data needed for 
look-through. This is a potential 
source of non-uniformity in the 
data received. CACEIS offers a 

single entry point. Its dedicated 
teams recover inventories, make 
them transparent and can enhance 
them on request. CACEIS has a 
data warehouse of unrivalled size 
that interfaces with other valuers, 
and extracts data, notably on for-
eign funds, supplied by specialist 
service-providers. 

CACEIS can therefore meet Solven-
cy II requirements irrespective of the 
proportion of funds that it manages 
itself. To facilitate the transmission 
of information between CACEIS, 
institutional investors and fund man-
agers, CACEIS uses the recognised 
European standard Club Ampere. 
If the information is not available, 
CACEIS assists its clients in estab-
lishing a proxy (target allocation or 
aggregate-based approach).

CACEIS teams have built a look-
through “engine”, running on reli-
able, comprehensive and enhanced 
data. They support clients in pri-
oritising the look-through process: 
quality and comprehensiveness of 
data, together with speed of pro-
cess. They produce quarterly look-
through inventories, enabling cli-
ents to calculate the SCR within 

the required timing and to carry out 
control procedures in the form of 
reporting. This service, established 
since 2011 on a wide range of funds 
at Crédit Agricole Assurances, suc-
cessfully meets the challenge of 
standardising data from multiple 
sources.

CALCULATING 
AGGREGATES OF THE 
GROSS MARKET SCR FOR 
FUNDS AND MANDATES
CACEIS produces the calculation 
of aggregates of the gross market 
SCR by covering a wide range of 
financial instruments. Its teams are 
skilled in risk indicator calculations 
(VaR, stress tests) and stressed asset 
valuation.

CACEIS guarantees the quality of 
the data provided. Its skills in this 
area are recognised by ISO 9001 
and ISAE 3402-SSAE16 certifica-
tions. Clients benefit from the ad-
vice of experts, who are able to de-
vise tailored solutions. An actuary 
experienced in SCR calculations, in 
the management of assets/liabilities 
and investments, proposes technical 
solutions adapted to the needs of 
each client 
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THIBAULT GUÉNÉE, Head of Product offering - Institutional clients, CACEIS

Institutional investors entrust 
custody of their assets to sev-
eral banks in order to benefit 

from additional services, to man-
age risk, or according to their geo-
graphical business areas. 

The resulting transactions gener-
ate large flows of cash and securi-
ties and high volumes of informa-
tion exchanged with their banks. 
Information from multiple sources 
needs to be handled in different ways. 
CACEIS offers institutional inves-
tors a position aggregation service, 
grouping all of their assets to give 
them a consistent, consolidated view 
of their portfolio. This is particularly 
useful when preparing global finan-
cial reporting documents.

The reporting solution shows all 
movements and positions in finan-
cial instruments, along with cash 

movements and balances in mul-
tiple currencies, held by the insti-
tutional investor across its various 
banks. 

The banks, subject to their clients' 
agreement, send data electronically 
every day to CACEIS, which inte-
grates them after performing con-
sistency checks. The data stored 
are homogeneous with those relat-
ing to positions and movements 
in accounts held with CACEIS. 
Identification is provided for ac-
counts held with third-party banks. 
An indicative value of securities 
positions is available along with 
corporate actions announcements 
for information purposes.

Securities and cash statements are 
available on the OLIS client web-
site and can also be sent as a file in 
the client's desired format 

A consistent, consolidated 
reporting solution 
CACEIS offers institutional investors 
a position mirroring service, giving a 
consolidated view of their assets held across 
several banks.

RENÉE SIMOES-LE CARRO, Group Product Manager, CACEIS

  CACEIS offers 
institutional investors 
a position aggregation 
service, grouping all 
of their assets to give 
them a consistent, 
consolidated view of 
their portfolio. This 
is particularly useful 
when preparing global 
financial reporting 
documents.
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11 March 2014
The Omnibus II Directive 

adopted by the 
European Parliament

10 October 2014
The European 

Commission adopted 
the delagated Act

31 March 2015
End of 

Solvency II Directive 
transposition period

1 January 2016
Application 

of the Solvency II 
regime

22 May 2014
Publication

of the Omnibus II 
Directive in the OSEU

12 January 2015
Level 2, end of the 
objection period

2015
Submission to the 

European commission 
of Level 3 text

Solvency II timeline
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A NEW APPROACH OF THE REAL GEOGRAPHIC RISKS

In a new publication entitled “Accounting for Geographic Exposure 
in Performance and Risk Reporting for Equity Portfolios” drawn from 
the EDHEC-Risk Institute research chair supported by CACEIS on “New 
Frontiers in Risk Assessment and Performance Reporting,”  EDHEC-
Risk Institute encourages asset managers to take account of the real 
geographic risks of their portfolios, whether involving the construction 
of a strategic or tactical allocation.

In this paper, the EDHEC-Risk Institute research team analyses 
the usefulness of geographic segmentation data in reporting the 
geographic risk exposure and performance attribution of equity 
portfolios 

Asset managers diversify their equity 
portfolios by investing across various sec-
tors and markets. The dominant approach 
is to classify assets by the country in which 
they were issued or are traded. In this 
study, you identify the international mar-
ket shares of companies that make up the 
main global equity indexes. Are you pro-
posing to determine companies' geograph-
ical zone based on fundamental economic 
criteria, not based on the market in which 
they are listed?
Most asset managers wanting geographical 
diversification for their investments break 
down their assets according to the place 
where the companies are headquartered 
or listed. Those criteria play an important 
role in financial analysis and the analysis of 
country risk (including political, sovereign 
debt and forex risks). 
That approach is also the prevalent one 
among both active and passive asset man-
agers, which follow country indexes and 
benchmarks according to the fund catego-
ry. However, at a time when international 
trade is growing, it is reasonable to ques-
tion whether that classification is appro-
priate. Novartis is a Swiss pharmaceuti-
cal group that sells its products around the 
world. However, it is listed on the SMI, so 
should it be regarded as being exposed only 
to Switzerland and Europe? That question 
has an impact on the attribution of returns, 
the analysis of risks, and decisions regarding 
asset allocation. The alternative approach is 
to assess precisely where a company's risks 
and economic returns really lie. 

In the second year of the research chair, we 
are accurately assessing the revenues, assets 
and investments of companies included in the 
main stockmarket indexes in order to classify 
them by geographical zone according to their 
actual economic activity.

Which sources are you using and how do 
you analyse data in order to classify assets 
by geographical zone?
Initially, we looked at three reliable glob-
al sources: Capital IQ, Compustat and 
Datastream/Worldscope, with the aim of 
compiling a database that was as compre-
hensive as possible, going back several dec-
ades. We chose Datastream/Worldscope, 
which provides annual information about 
the assets, revenues and investments of 
companies across 10 markets. We then set 
up filters to standardise the data we com-
piled across five regions (Africa, America, 
Asia, Europe, Pacific). The preliminary re-
search covered 31,410 companies over a 21-
year period (11,009 companies on average 
per year). That is comparable to the scope 
of global equity indexes such as the MSCI 
All-Country World Investable Market Index 
or the Russell Global Index. We duplicated 
our methodology to analyse regional and lo-
cal indexes (STOXX Europe 600, S&P 500, 
FTSE 100, CAC 40 etc.) and showed that the 
revenue indicator provided the most reliable 

data, after adjusting to achieve fine granularity. 
We then analysed the top 50 companies 
in the STOXX Europe 600 by market cap, 
and saw that, despite their European status, 
most of their sales come from non-European 
countries. The trend has grown in the last 10 
years and become more pronounced for local 
indexes like the FTSE 100 where, for exam-
ple, Shell and Rio Tinto generate almost all 
of their sales outside the UK. 

What practical applications are you test-
ing for your returns attribution results, 
and do you think that your study could 
lead to the creation of indexes based on 
the markets in which companies generate 
their sales or own their assets?
Taking the STOXX Europe 600 as an exam-
ple, we carried out a performance attribution 
test on our geographical exposure indicator. 
This showed that geographical exposure had 
a particularly large impact at the start of the 
financial crisis (-14% between July 2007 and 
June 2008 but +0.06% for index constituents 
heavily exposed to emerging markets). The 
trend strengthened further between July 
2008 and June 2009 (-34% for the index 
but -7.5% for index constituents heavily ex-
posed to emerging markets). 

We also looked at building indexes based on 
companies' economic activity by geographi-
cal zone. We based our analysis on stocks 
in developed-country indexes that are heav-
ily exposed to emerging markets, using our 
database covering 2,000 stocks over a 10-
year period. We obtained returns similar to 
those of emerging-market indexes, but with 
stocks that have similar corporate governance 
and liquidity to those that make up developed-
country indexes. These results show the merit of 
analysing portfolio risks and returns by taking 
into account exposure to stocks based on their 
real economic activity in each market 

EDHEC-Risk days Europe 2015 
in London

The conference includes two major 
events that will allow professionals 
to review major industry challenges, 
explore state-of-the art investment 
techniques and benchmark 
practices to research advances. 

On the first day, the Indexation and 
Passive Investment Conference 
explored investments in fixed 
income, smart beta strategies, 
benchmark, index and reporting. 
Regarding this topic, Clara 
Dunne, CEO of CACEIS’s UK 
entity, introduced the conference 
« Revisiting Stock Nationality: 
Implication for Indexation and 
Reporting ».
Felix Goltz, Head of Applied 
Research, EDHEC-Risk Institute, 
commented on the second study 
taking place as part of the research 
chair created in partnership with 
CACEIS, entitled "New frontiers in 
risk assessment and performance 
reporting".

About EDHEC-Risk Institute

The philosophy of the institute is to 
validate its work by publication in 
prestigious academic journals, but also 
to make it available to professionals 
and to participate in industry debate 
through its Position Papers, published 
studies and conferences. Each year, 
EDHEC-Risk organises three conferences 
for professionals in order to present the 
results of its research, one in London 
(EDHEC-Risk Days Europe), one in 
Singapore (EDHEC-Risk Days Asia), and 
one in New York (EDHEC-Risk Days North 
America) attracting more than 2,500 
professional delegates.

More information on:  www.edhec-risk.com

EDHEC-Risk offers indicators that give asset managers a better view 
of their portfolios' diversification and potential returns. 
Felix Goltz, Head of Applied Research, EDHEC-Risk Institute, 
commented on the second study taking place as part of the research 
chair created in partnership with CACEIS, entitled "New frontiers 

in risk assessment and performance reporting".

New frontiers in risk 
assessment and 
performance reporting

  The results show 
the merit of analysing 
portfolio risks and 
returns by taking into 
account exposure to 
stocks based on their 
real economic activity 
in each market.
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The bridge financing solu-
tion offered by CACEIS to 
private equity funds enables 

them to improve their management 
of calls for funds without creating 

additional leverage or exposure to 
default risk for the fund manager, 
while being guaranteed by the 
funds under management.

ADVANTAGES 
A private equity fund generates li-
quidity flows that are both negative 
(cash outflows) and positive (cash 
inflows), with amounts and dead-
lines that cannot be foreseen. By 
limiting frequency and improving 
the predictability of calls for funds, 
for example to twice a year on a set 
date, bridge financing offers sev-
eral advantages for fund manag-
ers (general partners – GPs) and 

investors (limited partners – LPs). 
For fund managers, this financing 
optimises their IRR* by covering 
management costs, enabling them 
to anticipate capital calls from in-
vestors, and to call them all at the 
same time. Investors can therefore 
anticipate capital calls and simpli-
fy their cash management. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
FINANCING
CACEIS offers two types of fi-
nancing: a loan for a maximum 
of 10% (ratio set by regulation) of 
the fund’s outstandings, or a more 
complex arrangement through a 
special purpose vehicle (SPV) al-
lowing this limit to be exceeded, 
subject to conditions. 

The financing may be provided 
via confirmed credit lines denomi-
nated in euros or other currencies. 
Interest is payable on maturity of 
the loan, which is guaranteed by 
the funds under management. To 
provide this service, CACEIS acts 
as depositary, custodian of the as-
sets and holder of the liabilities for 
the fund concerned.

The arrangement of the bridge fi-
nancing and the provision of the 

funds are managed by the Private 
Equity, Real Estate, Securitisation 
(PERES) business lines, which 
provides the sales people, support 
and fund administration for real es-
tate fund managers, private equity 
and their investors. 

Within PERES, CACEIS’s private 
equity support services enable 
companies to delegate the adminis-
trative tasks involved in daily mon-
itoring of investments, subscrip-
tions and treasury management, 
thereby reducing their costs, limit-
ing their risks and improving their 
communications with investors. 

This organisation provides reassur-
ance to stakeholders that loans are 
being managed in line with invest-
ment timeframes 

 
 
*IRR: The internal rate of return 
(IRR) measures the average 
annualised return on an investment 
made up of negative flows (cash 
outflows) and positive flows (cash 
inflows). It is used to measure and 
monitor the performance of private 
equity operations. 

CACEIS offers innovative bridge financing 
solutions that meet the needs of European 
private equity fund managers and their 
investors.

Bridge financing for private equity funds 

LAURENT DURDILLY,  Group Head of Private Equity Real Estate Securitisation, CACEIS

   For fund 
managers, this 
financing optimises 
their IRR by covering 
management costs, 
enabling them to 
anticipate capital calls 
from investors, and 
to call them all at the 
same time.
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Your career as a manager in the 
brokerage area and in sports 
management has given you an appetite 
for challenge. In what way does your 
experience serve clients’ interests?
My experience as a manager in the 
brokerage area in Asia, the US and Europe 
has taught me that it is essential to 
grasp the challenges facing one’s clients 
in order to better to understand them 
and to appreciate their needs, while 
deploying the various CACEIS teams to 
give them a better service. 

In my past experience, I applied these 
cohesive principles to my teams, who 
come from different backgrounds, 
following banking group mergers.  
I involved them in “participatory” 
sponsorships, such as with the Stade 
Français rugby club. As an admirer of the 
values nurtured by top sports people, 
I established a professional retraining 
centre for athletes, helping them to 
manage their image via my consulting 
company, before returning to the finance 
sector. There are many analogies between 

top-level sport and business – preparing 
for a big event, a taste for hard work, the 
ability to listen, a rigorous approach to 
attaining excellence – these are values 
that I champion within my teams. Thus, 
with attentive sales people and quality 
services, CACEIS’s clients benefit from 
a relationship of trust that helps them 
achieve growth. 

CACEIS’s client base in France is made up 
of fund managers, institutional investors, 
banks and major corporates operating 
beyond their borders. How do you help 
clients to enhance their international 
development?
French fund managers are indeed looking 
for international sources of growth, taking 
advantage of the opportunities offered 
by the UCITS IV and AIFM directives. 
Institutional investors, banks and large 
companies have long been growing their 
businesses abroad. They appreciate being 
able to rely on a single sales manager who 
can oversee relations with the various 

CACEIS entities and ensure that the 
services provided meet their expectations.
We have a harmonised offering for all 
geographical zones, but that does not 
mean that we ignore local characteristics 
by attempting to impose uniform services 
irrespective of the country and client 
type. We differentiate ourselves from our 
competitors by not sacrificing our clients’ 
interests to a totally industrial approach, 
with operational platforms and remote call 

centres. Our sales people, our Relationship 
Managers, and our services in the areas 
of fund administration, custody and 
execution, are located in Paris, enabling 
us to guarantee a rapid response for our 
clients operating in France. Moreover, 
we are continually expanding our 
geographical coverage, by opening new 
branches, for example in Milan in 2014. 
At the same time, we are finalising plans 
to set up new depositary banks in the UK 
and Switzerland in 2015, in response to our 
clients’ development objectives.

You are also Head of Prime Fund 
Solutions, CACEIS, where you provide an 
“Execution to Custody” offering. What are 
the main benefits of this for clients?
“Execution to Custody” is a comprehensive 
solution for our clients, a single entry point 
offering execution on equities and futures, 
dovetailing with CACEIS’s systems in the 
areas of clearing, settlement, custody, 
fund administration and depositary. This 
consolidation of client transactions is 
supported by a service covering the entire 
middle and back office chain. Our clients 
thus have access to a service that enables 
them to better control their risks, manage 
regulatory change (EMIR, MiFID-MiFIR) and 
reduce fixed costs. 

The group has also set up a simplified 
model for processing listed and OTC 
derivatives, reducing the complexity of 
clients’ operational chains and optimising 
their collateral management 

Interview with Hubert Montcoudiol, Head of Regional Coverage France, CACEIS, 
Head of Prime Fund Solutions, Member of the CACEIS Executive Committee



Can you tell us about the main 
features of Twenty First Capital 
and your role in this asset man-
agement company?
Twenty First Capital is an inde-
pendent French asset management 
company, and we have so far fo-
cused our asset management ex-
pertise on three themes:
▷ French small and mid-caps (ID 
France SmidCaps);
▷ Bonds issued by listed compa-
nies (Rendement Euro Plus and 
Rendement Court Terme);
▷ Bonds issued by unlisted French 
SMEs (Avenir PME Obligations).

Twenty First Capital has €630 mil-
lion of assets under management. 
We help to finance the real econo-
my and channel long-term savings 
into these asset classes, which re-
quire particularly stringent credit 
analysis. 

We are diversifying our product 
range by recruiting experienced 
market professionals with diverse 
profiles. A team with recognised 
expertise in emerging markets has 
just joined us, and I am planning 
to use my own alternative asset 
management skills by launch-
ing our first Luxembourg-based 
UCITS (TFC Tactical Long/Short) 
in March 2015.

Why did you choose to set up 
an alternative fund in UCITS 
form, and why did you base it in 
Luxembourg?
Adopting UCITS status was a de-
liberate choice. It has very rigor-

ous requirements, under which as-
set managers must comply with a 
number of rules regarding simplic-
ity and clarity, asset liquidity, daily 
valuations, limits on leverage, di-
versification, limited counterparty 
risk, strict risk management, rigor-
ous and independent control and 
so forth. UCITS status means that 

investors have a reassuring regula-
tory environment and a high level 
of transparency. 

Once we were sure that our strat-
egy could meet the UCITS re-
quirements, we took the view that 
the UCITS label was vital for the 
fund's success. Many alternative 
strategies are hampered by the 
UCITS requirements because they 
require high leverage and are very 
risky. However, our fund is perfect-
ly suited to the UCITS environment 
because it is risk-averse, seeking to 
limit volatility and achieve returns 
that are as steady as possible. The 
fund's gross exposure should vary 
between 0% and 100%, while net 
exposure will on average vary be-
tween -30% and +30%. The aim is 
to offer an alternative investment 
with low correlation to the mar-
kets, for investors who see limited 
appeal in both today's ultra-low in-
terest rates and "risk-on" products.

The decision to base the fund in 
Luxembourg was in response to 
demand from international insti-
tutional and private investors. The 
SICAV has three sub-funds, i.e. eq-
uities, bonds and alternative. It will 
also be distributed in France and, 
later on, in other European markets

Why did you choose CACEIS to 
support the launch of the TFC 
Tactical Long/Short Fund?
We were looking for a leading pro-
vider to support the launch and 
international distribution of our 
first Luxembourg-based UCITS. 

CACEIS has a wealth of experi-
ence in the European markets and 
provides a comprehensive range 
of investment fund services, which 
is why we chose to work with. 
CACEIS provides Twenty First 
Capital with depositary, fund ad-
ministration, transfer agent and 
listed derivatives and cash equity 
execution services. Through a sin-
gle entry point, it directly integrates 
trades into fund valuations and bank 
and depositary reporting documents 
with a high-quality service. 

CACEIS has the staff and capac-
ity to provide an all-in-one service, 
which means that we do not have 
to deal with multiple contact peo-
ple and makes it easier to set up 
and monitor procedures. That is a 
major benefit for the fund in terms 
of increasing efficiency and secu-
rity and saving time.

What is the TFC Tactical Long/
Short Fund's growth potential?
The fund is likely to start with as-
sets of around €15 million, and the 
SICAV around €100 million, due 
to the support of certain institu-
tional investors that want to be in 
from the start. Given the environ-
ment I described just now – i.e. 
rock-bottom interest rates – I see 
substantial growth potential. It's a 
very exciting challenge given the 
economic environment. Any al-
ternative UCITS that can deliver 
consistent returns and low correla-
tion with the markets, with limited 
drawdowns and volatility, will in-
evitably be popular in any asset al-
location, among both institutional 
and individual investors.

However, we must be careful not 
to maintain a structurally long bias 
on the markets, which has often 
been a failing – or mistake – of 
the long/short industry. We have 
an extremely tactical and dynamic 
management method, aimed at en-
abling the fund to deliver returns 
in all conditions, i.e. at times of 
both low and high volatility and in 
both bull and bear markets 

ACER FINANCE
ACER FINANCE, an entrepreneurial 
asset management company based in 
Paris for 25 years, has selected CACEIS 
as depositary, custodian and valuation 
agent for a dedicated fund. CACEIS is 
also responsible for the execution and 
clearing of the fund’s derivatives. 
“We were looking for an expert partner, 
capable of handling all operations for 
a dedicated fund managed for a large 
institutional investor. CACEIS’s service 
offering was an excellent fit for this new 
activity”, stated Eric Pinon, Deputy 
Chief Executive Officer of ACER 
FINANCE. 
“The development of our “execution to 
custody” model in 2014 has enabled 
us to win new mandates such as ACER 
FINANCE’s dedicated fund. Our 
service range covers every stage of 
the various asset classes’ lifecycles”, 
said Hubert Montcoudiol, Head of 
Regional Coverage, in charge of French 
clients at CACEIS group and Member 
of the Executive Committee. He added, 
“Our comprehensive product offering 
is designed for institutional investors 
and asset management companies, and 
brings a competitive advantage to clients 
such as ACER FINANCE, who are in 
search of a global partner.”  

IntReal and Bouwfonds
International Real Estate Capital 
Management mbH (IntReal) has selected 
CACEIS in Germany to handle the 
depositary functions for a real estate fund 
within the framework of the German 
Capital Investment Act (KAGB). The 
Berlin-based Bouwfonds Real Estate 
Investment Management Deutschland 
GmbH is acting as asset manager. 
The Bouwfonds group independently 
launched closed-end funds up until 2013.  
"The cooperation between CACEIS 
and our fund partner, Bouwfonds, has 
proven successful", explained Michael 
Schneider, Managing Director of 
IntReal. “As an independent service 
platform, we are pleased to work with 
CACEIS as additional depositary. The 
company offers us extensive know-how in 
the field of closed-end mutual real estate 
funds.” 
Martin Eberhardt (FRICS), Managing 
Director of Bouwfonds added: "CACEIS 
is already providing depositary 
services for two open-end real estate 
special alternative investment funds of 
Bouwfonds Investment Management. 
We have been very satisfied with the 
handling of both the onboarding stage 
and day-to-day business operations by 
CACEIS.” 
"We are pleased that the service-KVG 
IntReal has awarded us the very first 
depository mandate for a closed-end 
alternative investment fund", stated 
Holger Sepp, Board Member of 
CACEIS in Germany. "We are especially 
proud to be working with the Bouwfonds 
group,a leading issuer of both closed-end 
and open-end funds."  

NEW BUSINESSInterview with Gonzague Del Sarte, 
Fund Manager of Tactical Long/
Short, Twenty First Capital

  I spent many 
successful years in 
London, first as a 
proprietary trader at 
Dresdner Bank then 
as an asset manager 
at Citadel Hedge 
Fund, including 
when the 2008 crisis 
hit. That experience 
enabled me to hone 
the investment 
process that we intend 
to use in order to 
achieve our targets. 
The people who will 
be working with me 
in this fund have 
similar US and UK 
experience.
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In 2015, the Markets in 
Financial Instrument Directive 
and Regulation (MiFID II / 

MiFIR) project will enter the ne-
gotiation phase relating to techni-
cal application measures, and are 
scheduled to come into force on 
3 January 2017. The new legisla-
tion will affect, to varying extents, 
participants in all parts of the asset 
management value chain and all fi-
nancial instruments. 

It represents a revision of MiFID I, 
which dates from 2004 and came 

into force in November 2007, and 
its mixed impact, particularly re-
garding the development of non-
transparent trading (dark pools), 
the fragmentation of trading 
through a larger number of plat-
forms and the increase in over-the-
counter transactions, through both 
systematic internalisers and broker 
crossing networks. With this revi-
sion, the European authorities are 
adjusting legislation according to 
new practices and new develop-
ments in the markets. They want to 
enhance pre- and post-trade trans-

parency by widening the scope of 
financial instruments covered - 
limited to equities under MiFID I 
- to include derivatives, bonds, 
structured products and CO

2
 quo-

tas. They also want to increase in-
vestor protection, partly through 
rules relating to the management 
of conflicts of interest, e.g. the 
concept of independent advice and 
rules regarding inducements. 

A DIRECTIVE AND A 
REGULATION 
MiFID II governs the activities 
of investment companies, defines 
rules for protecting investors and 
sets out minimum requirements re-
garding penalties. It must be trans-
posed into the local legislation of 
EU member-states. MiFIR deals 
with the organisation of markets, 
access to the European market for 
companies from other countries, 
and the powers of control authori-
ties. It will be directly applicable 
in all member-states.

ORDER EXECUTION - 
PRE- AND POST-TRADE 
OBLIGATIONS
CACEIS offers clients a range of 
services from execution to custody 
that will meet the requirements of 
MiFID II and MiFIR, including 
stringent rules for pre- and post-
trade transparency and reporting 
for all types of trading platforms 
(RM, MTF, OTF). The new legisla-
tion covers all financial instruments 
(equities and similar instruments, 
bonds, listed and OTC derivatives). 
It also defines a new category of 
trading system – the organised trad-
ing facility (OTF) – for bonds and 

derivatives with a discretionary 
execution policy. The aim of the 
European authorities is to ensure 
that all trading activities on liquid 
instruments take place on regulated 
platforms and that all trade data are 
published through an approved pub-
lication arrangement (APA). 

INVESTOR PROTECTION 
AND TRAILER FEES
In December 2014, the European 
Securities and Markets Authority 
(ESMA) published its final pro-
posal on the practical arrangements 
of MiFID II, regarding investor pro-
tection (articles 24 and following). 
MiFID II requires professionals to 
inform clients, before providing fi-
nancial investment advice, about 
whether that service is independent 
or not. Where the advice is independ-
ent, the professional cannot receive 
fees from its providers. Through its 
support services for cross-border 

fund distribution, CACEIS already 
performs differentiated fee moni-
toring according to the marketing 
contract between the fund manage-
ment company and its distributors. 
CACEIS can therefore help its clients 
overcome any technical difficulties 
in managing assets on which induce-
ments are and are not permitted. In 
addition, ESMA has confirmed that 
the obligation to disclose costs and 
fees relating to the production and 
management of financial instruments 
is applicable to all client categories. 
In particular, inducements paid to 
investment service providers (ISPs) 
must be included in that total cost 
and presented separately. CACEIS 
is working on a reporting service for 
its clients that meets these regulatory 
and technical requirements. 

NEXT STEPS
Although the new texts applicable 
to the markets are now finalised, 
talks are ongoing and the process 
will continue in 2015 and 2016 
with level 2 measures. ESMA is in 
charge of developing Implementing 
Technical Standards (ITS) and 
Regulatory Technical Standards 
(RTS) that will then be adopted 
by the European Commission. 
Member-states must transpose the 
new rules into their own national 
legislation by 3 July 2016.

CACEIS is playing an active role 
in consultations and in the finan-
cial market associations. Its prod-
uct team is devising solutions that 
will enable clients to meet new 
obligations regarding trade report-
ing and information about costs 
and charges. On 18 February 2015, 
ESMA published a supplement to 
the consultation document released 
on 19 December 2014 as part of 
the preparation of technical stand-
ards relating to MiFID II. An addi-
tional consultation period regarding 
technical standards relating to the 
pre- and post-trade transparency ar-
rangements for certain derivatives, 
including forex derivatives and con-
tracts for difference (CFDs), was 
opened until 20 March 2015 

More information: 
Markets in financial instruments, 
amending directive 2002/92/EC and 
directive 2011/61/EU MiFID II 
Regulation 596/2014 of 16 April 2014 
MiFIR

Supervision

Transactions
Reporting 

Investors
protection

Governance

Commodity
DerivativesCTP 

& Access

HFT

Post &
 pre trade

Transparency 

Financial
Instruments

Scope
Market

Infrastructures 
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CACEIS is analysing the impact of the MiFID 
II directive and the MiFIR regulation to provide 
clients with solutions that help them comply with 
the new legislation.

MiFID II: application 
measures under discussion 

October 
EC MiFID

revision project

July
"Open access" for

CCPs & SFTS

3 January 2017
Entry into application

14 January
Political agreement MiFID review 

April
European Parliament approval 

22 May
ESMA publishes (Consultation Paper on 
Technical Advice + Discussion Paper on 

draft RTS/ITS) => closed on 1 August
12 June

• Directive 2014/65/EC
• Regulation 600/2014

published by OJEC

19 February
ESMA 

Open Hearing

Mid 2015
ESMA publishes

"Regulatory Technical 
Standards" (RTS)

19 December
ESMA publishes

•  Technical advice (TA)
•  RTS & ITS Consultation closed    
    on 2 March 2015
•  CBA (Cost Bene�t Analysis)

3 July
Transposition & publication 

by Member State

January
ESMA publishes

 • "Implementing Technical   
    Standards" (ITS)
 • Guidelines

October
 CTP pan-European

(for equities)

2011 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 20192012 2013

NATHALIE POUX-GUILLAUME, Group Product Manager, CACEIS

MiFID II: Implementation timeline

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2014.173.01.0349.01.FRA
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2014.173.01.0001.01.FRA


CACEIS has renewed its ISO 
9001 certification for its cus-
tody, fund  administration, 

middle-office and reporting  services 
in France. AFNOR Certification, the 
French standardisation organisation 
underlined CACEIS’s dynamic ap-
proach to adapting its products, ser-
vices and processes to the changing 
needs of its clients.
CACEIS is also ISO 9001-certified 

in Belgium and Luxembourg for its 
fund administration and transfer 
agency activities. The Luxembourg 
certification additionally covers dis-
tribution support, and regulatory and 
fiscal reporting activities. 
These certifications demonstrate 
CACEIS’s continual commitment to 
quality which focuses on the three 
key aspects of reliability, innovation 
and productivity 
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ISO 9001 certification 
renewed for CACEIS 
in France

Thibault Guénée, Head of Product Offering - Institutional 
Clients, CACEIS, highlighted CACEIS ‘s Solvency II solutions at 
the conference “Between control and transparency: how will the 
relationship between asset managers and institutional companies 

evolve with Solvency II?” 

For its 11th edition, the FORUM Gi settled permanently at the 
Palais Brongniart, historic site of the Paris stock exchange. It is 
a major French economic forum, which gathers institutional 
investors and asset managers on a yearly basis. 
The 11th edition was inaugurated by Pierre Moscovici, 
European Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs, 
Taxation and Customs, former French Minister of Economy 
and Finance and was focus on the New Frontiers of Asset 
Management: European economy, Solvency II, Emerging 
countries, Private debt and long term investments.

Palais Brongniart - March, 12th Paris

 

CACEIS sponsor of 
the 19th edition of the 
Morningstar Awards ceremony 
The Morningstar Awards ceremony 
recognises asset management companies 
that have exhibited long-term excellence 
as of 2014. Awards are handed by the 
Morningstar Research Team. The ceremony 
is hosted at Palais Brongniart during the 
annual Forum Gi event.
Carine Echelard, Bank and Fund 
Administration Managing Director, CACEIS 
in France, gave the prizes at the Morningstar 
Awards, the French asset management 
industry’s main awards ceremony.

 In the press - Q1 2015

 Conferences - Q1/Q2 2015

February 2015
March 2015
Funds Europe
“Asset Servicing Roundtable” 
Gaëlle Kerboeuf, General Counsel, CACEIS

January 2015
News Manager

“Interview
 Joseph Saliba ,  

Deputy CEO, CACEIS 

Funds Europe  
“Custody banking”
François Marion,
CEO, CACEIS

January 2015
Finanzen
“Geschlossene Fonds: Alternativen  
für Investoren” 
Holger Sepp, Board Member 
of CACEIS in Germany

MONACO

25-27 March 
 Il Salone del 

Risparmio

15-17 April
Geo London 
Roadshow

LONDON

23-25 June
ISLA

LISBON

19-20 March
Morningstar 
Investment 

Conference Europe

29 June - 2 July
Fund Forum 
International

FRANKFURTMILAN LUXEMBOURGAMSTERDAM

12-13 May 
BAI Alternative 

Investment 
Conference 2015

24-25 March
ALFI Spring 
Conference 
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Worldwide
 Source: EFAMA - January 2015

Europe

The combined assets of the investment fund 
market in Europe, i.e. the market for UCITS 
and non-UCITS increased 2.6% during the 
fourth quarter to stand at €11.341 billion 
at end December 2014. Overall in 2014, 
net assets of total investment fund industry 
increased 15.7%.

Total assets under 
management in 
discretionary mandates 
and investment funds in 
France rose 3.5% in 2014. 
The increase was due to 
aggregate gains of 4.2% for 
foreign funds and mandates 
managed in France and 
2.7% for French funds.

Source: EFAMA - February 2015

Country Focus-  France
Luxembourg focus in the next CACEIS news

Worldwide Investment  
Fund Assets Q3 2014 (€ trillion)

Net asset of the European 
Fund industry Q4 2014

Investment fund assets 
worldwide increased 
6.2%to €27.24 trillion 
at the end of the third 
quarter of 2014.

2012 2013 2014

€27.24tr

+5,3 %

+6,8 %

+8,8 %

+6,8 %

€11.34tr
+2.6%/Q3 2014

Luxembourg
€3.0tr 

Ireland
€1.7tr 

France
€1.6tr 

Germany
€1.6tr 

UK
€1.3tr 

€

Switzerland
€415bn

Sweden
€252bn

Italy
€248bn

Denmark
€230bn 

Spain
€229bn

Net sales of Investment Funds
Q3 2014 (€ billion)

Worldwide net cash flow to all funds 
was €290 billion in the third quarter, 
compared to €252 billion of net inflows 
in the second quarter.

320

182

2013 2014

109

229

292
252

290

€290bn
+16.0 %/Q2 2014

UCITS posted net inflows of €59 billion during 
the quarter, down from €130 billion in the third 
quarter.

Net sales of UCITS 
Q4 2014 (€ billion)

2013 2014

132

12
34

51

126 130

59

148

€59bn

French funds Mandates (inc. foreign funds)

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1,025

1,329

1,114

1,544

1,185

1,594

1,125

1,384

1,277

1,523

1,403

1,514

1,381

1,387

1,516

1,507

1,577 1,644

1,541 1,583

2,354
+12.8%

2,658
+12.9%

2,779
+4.6%

2,509
-9.7%

2,800
+11.6%

2,917
+4.2% 2,768

-5.1%

3,023
+9.2%

3,118
+3.1%

3,227
+3.5%

Total assets under management (AUM)
in France (€ billion)

Market share by fund domiciliation in Europe

Market share of financial management  
of European investment funds

Source : AMF and  AFG for mandates

€3.22tr
+3.5%/Q4 2013

Trends by investment type 
Q3 2014 (€ trillion) 

-45%/Q3 2014

Top Ten

€11.0tr

€6.0tr

€3.5tr

€3.2tr

Equity

Money  
Market

Bonds

Balanced

Equity fund assets worldwide increased 5.3% 
during the third quarter to €11.0 trillion. Net 
assets of balanced/mixed funds increased by 
6.8% to stand at €3.2 trillion, whilst net assets  
of bond funds also rose 6.8% to stand at  
€6.0 trillion. Money market funds enjoyed 
growth in net assets of 8.8% during the quarter  
to stand at €3.5 trillion.
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+6.2%/Q2 2014

Source : AFG/EFAMA/ICI
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In terms of investment fund domiciliation, 
Luxembourg consolidated its leadership 
position in Europe with a 27.2% market 
share. France ranks third (14.3%), just 
behind fast-growing Ireland (14.5%) and 
followed by Germany (13.9%).

Market share:  14.3% as of end of September 2014

Market share: 16.7% as of end of September 2014

Source : EFAMA, AFG, CSSF, IFIA 

Looking at the markets in which 
financial management of investment 
funds is actually performed, France 
ranks third, with 16.7% market 
share, behind the UK at 19.9% and 
Germany at 18.5%.
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